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1: Batwoman - Wikipedia
My Cousin's Bat Mitzvah Changed My Perspective On The Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting It's hard to be happy and
celebrate on a day when so many lost their lives in their place of worship doing the same exact thing we were.

The catch-all community for sharing links which are beautiful, happy, adorable or tastefully sexy. Rules if you
see anyone breaking these rules, use the report button In order to post: Accounts must be at least 5 days old
and have 10 combined karma. This is done to prevent spamming. Please use direct links only: All posts must
end with. Please use Imgur , or another highly trusted site for hosting your pics. Please use Youtube , Imgur ,
or gfycat for video submissions. No sad or distasteful content: No mean or harassing comments: Content that
directly demeans or harasses others will be removed without warning or explanation. Content of this nature
may result in a ban. No memes or superimposed text: Place all text in title or comments. Remember to tag
NSFW! Failing to do so will result in your post being removed. Spam of any kind is not tolerated: You have
been warned. Mods will remove your post, and issue a ban without any notice. Please search the subreddit and
check KarmaDecay before posting to be sure your post was not recently posted here. Popular, recent, or
frequent reposts may be removed. We do not allow false claims of ownership. Any and all content is subject to
removal for any reason, at the discretion of the moderator in order to ensure the quality of the sub. We reserve
the right to take any action we deem to be in the best interest of the sub, including banning people.
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2: Joe Pesci | Soundboard Prank Calls Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Ace the Bat-Hound. Ace was introduced as Batman's pet dog in the Golden Age. He was later revamped as a rescue
dog, rehabilitated from his earlier days spent as a guard dog for the Joker.

Every day I say a prayer for giving me this day, for the birds,flowers, and life itself. We all need each other in
this world, we are all hungry for God. Thanks for being a vessel for God. Love to Israel always Devorah,
December 18, Clara Hammer a long life. She definitely had a purpose and a most committed soul. A rarity in
this World and an absolute delight to behold. I love this little film, and this woman, who is kind and funny and
so caring. Anonymous, November 29, 6: Clara Hammer Chicken Fund P. Her work cannot stop simply
because she is no longer physically with us. As soon as I saw her picture on the email, my heart dropped,
"Who will feed those people now? Did she leave a foundation? Some other faiths say, "The poor will always
be with you," so nothing is done because there is so many, so many. As a Jew I am proud that we say that the
hungry are our obligation to feed; I desperately want to help. Who, what, when, how? Helping those in need.
What a wonderful and kind lady! May hashem bless you with only the best! I want to help Mrs. Hammer with
her mission of His love. I will be sending a donation. I also collect Chickens!! Thank you for all your good
work. Much love to you! What a lovely, generous, sparkly-eyed lady, such an inspiration to us all. A simple
act of kindness like that from each of us, would make a huge difference, I am sending this to everyone I know.
And with such a smile! May all of us who see this live long and generous lives like Mrs. I see them sparkling
now!! May God bless you, sweet lady. Tell more of these inspirations, please. Hammer, you are adorable and
a true inspiration. My eyes swell with tears when i watch this small tribute to you. Anonymous, November 30,
8: I pray that this precious gift Mrs. I am not a Jew but a Sikh. I live in Asia, in a country called Malaysia and
from here Mrs. Hammer, I say a prayer to the Almighty for your well being To find an enemy that hides
behind women and children must be difficult. I admire your courage. You are a true inspiration Mrs Hammer..
People always thinks of things to do but very few people actually follow through! May Hashem bless you in
the way you have blessed others. Kol Hakovod Praise to the Lady. Rabbi Larry Nesis Myra, January 10, 9: I
will thinkof this beautiful life. I am trying to continue that tradition. May G-d Bless You and keep you well.
Chaya Hammer is a true blessing. What an amazing woman! We call her a heroe because people like her are
few It is so simple, so easy to spread joy instead of sorrow! But the point is there are hungry children in Israel
and as I know the Society in Israel none of the politicians care about it. The old solidiraty does not exist
anymore. To sad, but is truth. May hashem bless you with much joy and blessing. They must not know of your
great chesed. Your merits should be able to carry us to Moshiach. May he come speedily and in our day.
Thank you for doing what you are doing and for sharing it with the world.
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This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

Since the family formula had proven very successful for the Superman franchise, editor Jack Schiff suggested
to Batman creator, Bob Kane, that he create one for the Batman. A female was chosen first, to offset the
charges made by Fredric Wertham that Batman and the original Robin , Dick Grayson , were homosexual. But
now, in one suspenseful surprise after another, Batman finds he has a great rival in the mysterious and
glamorous girl For example, the contents of her utility purse were actually weapons disguised as stereotypical
feminine accoutrements such as lipstick, cosmetic compacts, charm bracelets, and hair nets. Although letters
from fans indicated Batwoman had become popular with readers, [3] editor Julius Schwartz considered the
heroine, as well as other Batman-related characters, to be inappropriate for the new direction he planned to
take the Batman universe. Following the revamp to Detective Comics in , Batwoman was removed from the
series. Batgirl also proved to be more appropriate for her time period and the realistic approach DC Comics
began taking with its characters. But thanks to the big change and a foresighted editor, these hapless females
are gone for good. In their place stands a girl who is a capable crime-fighter, a far cry from Batwoman who
constantly had to be rescued by[sic] Batman. I was counting on her making the scene in a new story, perhaps
coming out of retirement to offer assistance to your Dynamite Duo [Batgirl and Robin]. After she was
widowed, she and Bruce fought side by side and were lovers for a time until it appeared she was killed. Kane
converses with Renee Montoya. Layout by Keith Giffen. Cover art by J. Subsequently, all comic book titles
published by DC Comics skip forward one year and a new maxi-series entitled 52 retroactively chronicles the
52 weeks which directly followed Infinite Crisis. In an interview with Newsarama , Ross states "They had me
change the mask and hair to make it a bit more Batwoman, rather than Batgirl It was really important to me to
make sure every character felt unique. She is presented as having porcelain white skin, several tattoos , and a
clothing style defined as punk-psychobilly-goth in her civilian persona. Her father is an ex-colonel and in
Detective Comics , it is stated she is the cousin of Bette "Flamebird" Kane. The younger Kate also has a
stepmother named Catherine Kane, [17] making Catherine the aunt of Bette. That year, Batwoman briefly took
over as the lead character in Detective Comics , starting with From , the character began appearing in the
self-titled series Batwoman. Williams III and W. Issue seventeen was also a milestone as it featured Kate
proposing to her girlfriend, Maggie Sawyer. Haden Blackman announced that they would leave Batwoman
after the December issue because of conflicts with DC over storylines. This is partly out of altruism and partly
to attract the romantic attentions of Batman. During the Silver Age of Comics , Batwoman guest-starred
occasionally in Batman stories published from to While Batman wished for Kane to retire from crime-fighting
due to the danger, she remained his ally, even when she temporarily became a new version of Catwoman. In
however, DC dropped Batwoman, as well as Bat-Girl, Ace the Bat-Hound , and Bat-Mite from the Batman
titles, which were undergoing a revamp under editor Julius Schwartz that eliminated many of the sci-fi
elements that were introduced in the s. The character would later reappear in the late s, [6] made guest
appearances in the Batman Family and Freedom Fighters comic book series, often fighting crime alongside
Barbara Gordon , who had become the new Batgirl. In the new continuity, Kathy Kane did exist, though her
persona as Batwoman had been erased. Bat-Girl never existed either, but a superheroine named Flamebird was
introduced who had a somewhat similar costume and similar name, "Bette Kane". Batman briefly recognizes
her as "Kathy", but then quickly denies knowing her. Kathy, sans her Batwoman identity, was also referenced
in a few post-Crisis publications. She eventually became a crime fighting ally to Batman, although she never
used the Batwoman name. The encyclopedia entry explains that she eventually purchased a circus and was
murdered by a member of the League of Assassins; however, Bronze Tiger was not her killer. Her murder was
again recalled in Suicide Squad Later Kathy appears in a flashback story in Batman , in a panel showing
Batman and the original Batwoman kissing, with Robin showing his distrust of her and Bat-Girl. In this story,
Kathy is referred to as "Katy" Kane. Grant Morrison later chose to heavily reimagine Kathy Kane in for his
Batman Incorporated series. Nathan and Kathy were madly in love with one another, and it was Nathan who
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ended up buying Kathy her circus as a birthday present. As part of her first assignment, Kathy was tasked with
tracking down Batman and discovering his true identity. As a result, she refused to reveal his identity to her
superiors at Spyral. Later, Kathy was confronted by the head of Spyral, a Nazi supervillain named Dr. Dedalus
Otto Netz who claimed to be her real father and threatened to expose her to Batman unless she continued her
mission. Leviathan Strikes, students of an assassin training facility masquerading as St. Later, these women
are shown to be agents of Spyral, dedicated to hunting down Talia al Ghul , whose organisation Leviathan is
waging war with Batman. When Dick tries to leave the organisation behind, he knows he cannot because of
the "Hypnos" implanted in his brain which allow him to hypnotise others and disguise his appearance, but also
permit Spyral to monitor him always. Kathy, face disguised by hypnos, pursues Dick to Gotham and tells him
to take the day to say goodbye to his friends but that he cannot leave Spyral. No Origins titles have been
presented for Kate Kane; her fictional backstory is presented in Detective Comics through the use of
exposition and flashbacks. In their early childhood, Katherine Rebecca "Kate" Kane and her sister Elizabeth
"Beth" Kane were identical twins and were very close to each other. On their twelfth birthday their military
father could not come home so Kate and Beth were taken by their mother, Gabrielle "Gabi" Kane, to an
expensive restaurant for chocolate and waffles, their favorite dish. On the way to the restaurant, a group of
gunmen attacked the family and took them hostage, killing their bodyguard in the process. Kate is attending
the United States Military Academy , West Point, where she receives excellent grades and ranks at the top of
her class. Telling the officer that she refuses to lie and violate the code of the Academy, Kate admits to being
lesbian and is forced to leave the school. When she confronts her father with the news, he supports her and
affirms that she upheld her honor and integrity. She then moves back to Gotham City where she attends
college and pursues a wild social lifestyle, consisting of parties and tattoos. Kate is eventually pulled over for
speeding by a young Renee Montoya, who was just a traffic cop at this point. While attempting to call Renee
and apologize for her behavior, Kate is attacked by a mugger who wants her wallet and cell phone. Using her
military training, Kate easily defeats the criminal just as Batman arrives and helps her off the ground. She is
then shown fixated by the Bat Signal as Batman departs the scene. She also celebrates Hanukkah with Renee,
and the two kiss shortly before Christmas. Montoya arrives too late to stop the ritual, finding Kate bound and
gagged to an altar as prophet Bruno Mannheim plunges a knife through her heart. She survives her wounds
after Renee stops the bleeding in time, however, and as she recuperates in her penthouse, Renee, disguised in
her new alter ego as the Question, shines the Bat-Signal into her apartment and asks, "Are you ready?
Batwoman also makes an appearance in the miniseries Crime Bible: The Five Lessons of Blood [47] alongside
the Question. Her costume bears resemblance to the dead Fury Mad Harriet. She is also seen in Final Crisis:
Revelations 3 attacking the Question after having just been infected with the Anti-Life Equation. Detective
Comics lead feature[ edit ] Following the events of Final Crisis and Battle for the Cowl , in which Bruce
Wayne has supposedly died and is replaced by Dick Grayson, Kate becomes the lead of Detective Comics
from issue to In the first story, entitled " Elegy ", Batwoman is seen investigating the arrival of a new leader
of the Religion of Crime to Gotham. She briefly meets Batman it is intentionally left ambiguous whether or
not it is Dick Grayson or Bruce Wayne [48] to discuss her findings. Batman concedes the case to her, and
comments on the length of her hair though panels on the same page reveal the long red wig hides her actual
hair, styled short. Her lateness and night time absences are interpreted by her girlfriend as an on the side
liaison with another woman. She breaks the relationship off as she believes Kate is not ready to commit to an
exclusive relationship. A past traumatic incident is also alluded to which she claims still haunts her. As she
vaguely describes the experience, her face is shown superimposed on the page over a restrained girl with a bag
over her head. She later tracks down the new leader of the Religion of Crime: Alice denies a connection to the
Mad Hatter. While dancing with Maggie, Kate discovers that Alice has kidnapped her father and plans to
destroy Gotham by spreading a deadly airborne chemical from a hijacked airplane, thus succeeding where
Mannheim failed. However, Alice is accidentally thrown from the plane, only to be caught by Batwoman.
With Batwoman stunned by the revelation, Alice stabs her in the wrist with a knife. Batwoman is forced to
release her grip, sending Alice to her apparent demise in the river below. These scenes are depicted amongst
numerous flashback sequences that comprise most of the issue. Throughout them, back story is provided from
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her childhood that depicts Kate, her twin sister Beth, and their mother being kidnapped. Kate is shown stalking
the heroes from the rooftops after they encounter Clayface. The heroes request that Kate bring the body up to
them, but she declines, telling them that she is much too busy due to a rash of criminal uprisings going on in
Gotham. Firestorm is then sent to retrieve the corpse from Kate and bring it to the team, who discover that
Dolores was forced into fighting by means of a mind control device. Cry for Justice 6, writer James Robinson
revealed that Batwoman was initially intended to be part of his new Justice League line-up, but this plan fell
apart after Cry For Justice was shortened into a miniseries rather than an ongoing title. Batwoman is
kidnapped by cultists and taken to London in order for her to once again be sacrificed. She is sealed within a
coffin and taken underground to the last remaining Lazarus Pit in order for the ritual to begin. As the battle
takes place, the cultists who kidnapped Kate detonate explosives surrounding the Pit, causing a massive
cave-in. Grayson discovers Kate, buried alive and with extensive injury to her spine and legs, and tries to help
her. He eventually kidnaps Bette, but Kate tracks the killer to his lair and attacks him. New 52 self-titled
series[ edit ] Batwoman.
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4: Game Used MLB Memorabilia for sale | eBay
Chris Young H&B Birch Game Bat New York Mets Yankees. $ + $ Picture Information. Given to a fan (my cousin). The
bat is cracked.

Request a FREE consultation: In the Jewish religion, generally when a girl turns the age of 12 for Orthodox
and Conservative and 13 for Reform there is a celebration where the girl becomes recognized as an adult
woman. When I turned the age of 13, I had my own Bar Mitzvah, where my friends, family, and distant
relatives I saw once upon a family reunion showed up to hear me belt out a poorly sung haftorah. The Bat the
word meaning daughter Mitzvah celebration you will attend can range from something that will happen at the
home with just a few friends and family to a lavish style wedding event at a country club. So, what in the
world do you get the young woman on her special Bat Mitzvah day? The kid is only turning the age of 12 or
13! We also need to separate whether just your child is being invited to the event or you are being invited as
an entire family. Unlike weddings, I do think it also matters how close you are to the actual child and family
having the bat mitzvah. That being said, here are three ideas. The word for "life" in Hebrew is "chai. Chet is
equivalent to 8 and yud is equivalent to So "chai", chet and yud together, equals You can look at a website
such as www. There are also ideas such as Kabbalah bracelets and other interesting necklaces that can be
appropriate. You could make a special donation to a charity in the name of the person having the Bat Mitzvah
as well, although not my most recommended option. Another cool idea would be to set up a small trip to an
area so the young woman can start to see different parts of the country. No matter what your faith, gift giving
is always one of the toughest challenges we have in making day to day smart money moves. Once you get
there the damage is done one way or another, so make sure to at least get into a little Hava Nagila action and
carry a leg of the chair during the joyous festivities. And please no gold coins. Linked sites are strictly
provided as a courtesy.
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5: Kitten finds the worldâ€™s biggest feather toy. : Eyebleach
ðŸ”´Peaceful Relaxing Music LIVE 24/7: Music for Deep Sleep. Music for Spa and Massage. Yoga Music Meditation
Relax Music watching Live now.

Detective Comics May Arthur Brown was a game show host until he turned to a life of crime. He is the father
of Stephanie Brown. The Brave and the Bold 78 June The original Copperhead, John Doe, was a criminal who
committed numerous thefts in Gotham City wearing a snake costume before finally being apprehended by
Batman and Batgirl. Donning a costume and taking the name "Count Vertigo", he embarked on a life of crime.
Despite primarily being an enemy of Green Arrow and Black Canary , he has been known to come into
conflict with Batman. He also set out to kill his descendant, Bruce Wayne. Electrocutioner [] [] [] Batman
January The original Electrocutioner is an unnamed vigilante who murders criminals with electricity. He is
eventually killed by Adrian Chase. He is a vigilante like his predecessor. Detective Comics May Lester
Buchinsky is the brother of the original Electrocutioner who started off as a vigilante like his brother but soon
became a mercenary. Living Hell 1 July Former crooked investor Warren White thought he scored a legal
victory when he won the insanity plea in court. After much torture and abuse, a disfigured Warren White was
driven insane. He is among the villains who are executed by the second Tally Man. He is among the villains
who was killed by Bruno Mannheim. Completely delusional, yet quite dangerous, he usually uses
electricity-based weaponry to emulate the lightning bolt of Zeus, and at one point formed the New Olympians
consisting of characters based on Greek mythology characters. Though briefly cured of his delusional state, he
reverted to his Maxie Zeus persona when the Joker murdered his nephew. Green Arrow 12 March
Onomatopoeia is a serial killer who targets non-powered, vigilante superheroes. He earned his name because
he imitates noises around him, such as dripping taps, gunshots, etc. No personal characteristics are known
about Onomatopoeia, including his real name or facial features. Onomatopoeia is a superb athlete, martial
artist, and weapons expert. He carries two semi-automatic handguns, a sniper rifle, and an army knife.
Prometheus 1 February While the original Prometheus, Curtis Calhoun, was an enemy of Blue Beetle , the
most notable villain to use the name is a twisted mirror image of Batman. As a child, he watched in horror as
police slaughtered his parents in a Bonnie and Clyde style shoot-out. He swore revenge upon "justice". Flash
Comics 36 December Peter Merkel is a master contortionist and hypnotist who has fought Batman on many
occasions. Since the New 52 , he has been an inmate at Arkham Asylum. He has the ability to communicate
with and train rats, and uses them to plague Gotham City. Shortly after the Infinite Crisis began, Ratcatcher
was killed by an OMAC agent in hiding who identified the Ratcatcher as a gamma level threat and vaporized
him. He is behind Flashpoint where he was killed by Thomas Wayne , but brought back to life later
developing the new grudge over his killer and his family i. Opposed Batman in the Button where he was
decimated by an unknown being. Eventually, brought back even after this. All-American Comics 61 October
Cyrus Gold was a Gotham City merchant who was murdered and thrown into Slaughter Swamp, where he was
transformed into an undead, incredibly strong, zombie-like creature. Solomon Grundy was initially an enemy
of Green Lantern , but has had numerous encounters with Batman. Detective Comics 74 April Dumphrey and
Deever Tweed are a pair of cousins whose similar looks often have them mistaken for identical twins. Green
Lantern 10 Winter A caveman that was exposed to a meteorite that gave him immortality, and who has
manipulated history, such as being a Pharaoh in Egypt and assisting the murder of Julius Caesar. The League
of Assassins[ edit ] Main article: The group has been led at times by Dr.
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Of British parentage, John Sutton was born in Rawalpindi, India (now part of Pakistan), on October 22, After graduating
from Wellington College, he spent a decade or so working in various British colonies, including several in Africa, as a
hunter, rancher and tea plantation manager.

The eastern sky is growing bright, and I can see the fleecy clouds blush rosy red as the sun looks at them.
They had been flying through the starlit forest[Pg ] all night, chasing the many small insects that come out
after the sun has gone down, and passing in and out of the tangled branches without ever touching one. Indeed,
Mamma Bat would have been ashamed if children of hers flew against anything in the dark. She would have
scolded them well, and they would have deserved it, for Bats have the most wonderful way of feeling things
before they touch them, and there are no other people in the forest who can do that. There are no other people
who can tell by the feeling of the air when something is near, and the Bats made much fun of their friend, the
Screech Owl, once, when he flew against a tree and fell to the ground. And now the night was over and their
mother had called them to go home. One of the little Bats hung back with a very cross look on his face, and
twice his father had to tell him to fly faster. He was thinking how he would like to see the forest in the
daytime. He had never seen the sun rise, and he wanted to do that. He had never seen any of the day-birds or
the animals that awaken in the morning. He thought it was pretty mean to make poor little Bats go off to bed
the minute the stars began to fade. Every morning he had to fold his wings and go to sleep in a dark crack in
the rock of the cave, hanging, head downward, close to the rest of the family. Their father said that there never
was a better place to sleep than in this same crack, and it certainly was easy to catch on with the hooks at the
lower ends of their wings when they hung themselves up for the day. Fly away at once and let us go to sleep.
He guessed he knew how to take care of himself, even in daylight. He felt sorry for his brothers who were in
the cave, but he made up his mind that he would tell them all about it the next night. The eastern sky grew
brighter and brighter. It hurt his eyes to look at it, and he blinked and turned away. Then the song-birds
awakened and began to sing. It was very interesting, but he thought they sang too loudly. The night-birds
never made such a fuss over the moon, and he guessed the moon was as good as the sun. Somebody went
scampering over the grass, kicking up his heels as he ran. I wish I could see him more plainly. How warm it
is! The moonbeams do not feel so. I must fly to a shady corner. Just what was the matter, he never knew. A
Crow had seen him fall, and cried loudly, "Come! The Rabbits, who were feeding near by, came scampering
along, making great leaps in their haste to see what was the matter. The Goldfinches, the Robins, the Orioles,
the Woodpeckers, and many other birds came fluttering up. Even a Blue Jay sat on a branch above the Bat and
shrieked, "Jay! And last of all, the Ground Hog appeared, coming slowly and with dignity, as a person who
can remember his grandfather should do. He might have said, "What is the matter? He thought he had to use
big words once in a while to show that he could. That is no bird," said a Woodpecker. He must come of a very
common family. For my part, I am not interested in persons of that kind. Now the other forest people would
have liked to watch the Bat longer, but after the Ground Hog had gone off in this way, they thought it would
show too much curiosity if they stayed. So one after another went away, and the little Bat was left alone. He
fluttered around until he reached the branch where the Blue Jay had been, and there he hung himself up to wait
until night. I only wish I could see what they look like. I believe they are just as homely.
7: How Much Should You Give For A Bat Mitzvah Gift?
My cousin Rachel would reach across Granny's corset-clad girth, tap the wrinkled drape of skin and shriek with
half-delight, half-horror as the bat wing came to life.

8: Plus Beauty Tip: First, Do No Arm | HuffPost
"Humph!" said a Chipmunk. "So does my cousin, the Flying Squirrel, in a way, yet he is no more bird than I am." "And
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this fellow hasn't a feather to his skin!" cried an Oriole. "I don't say that my son is right," said Papa Rabbit, "but this
creature has wings." And he gave the Bat a poke that made him flutter wildly for a minute.

9: List of Batman Family enemies - Wikipedia
Bat-Mite idolizes Batman, and thus he has visited Batman on various occasions, often setting up strange events so that
he could see his hero in action. Bat-Mite is arguably more of a nuisance than an enemy to Batman, and often leaves the
hero alone when he realizes that he has angered his idol.
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